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ABSTRACT

CENTRAL

PLAINS

S~9P”l”O”IAN

On the basis of the interpretation of conventional surface seismic
data. an exploratory
we,, m&red
to as the “SP well) was ddled in
rhe Ricinus Field area. southern Alberta,
Canada. The original
prognosis was dls, Ihe “SP well had a reasonable chance “fencou”fering gdxaring
Leduc Formadon reef (either the updip edge of
bard tow-relief
reef or the nonhevstern
updip margin of the full
reef). However,
,he “SP we,, encountered
off-reef shale and was
ultimately abandoned leading to the interpretation
that the VW welt
had been drilled about *no m ““nheast of the full red buildup a, B
site not characterized by tow-relief ref.
Prior to abandonment, two vertical seismic profiles toear-offset:
199 m: tboffset:
I100 m) were conducted at the VSP welt site.
These data were acquired in B” eff”n: I, to rL?s”t”e the discrepancy

“lYEAN

TOY”NASIAN
FAUTNN,AN

FRAPNI*N

kween the original interpretation of the surface seismic dau, and
the geology at the VSP well; and 2) 10 ewluzxe the feasibility of
whipstocking the VSP welt to the southwest in the direction of the
known SoulIreef complen. The VSP data were delinitive. They
allowed a more confident and geologically consistent interpretation
of the sulface seismic &IB and clearly indicated that whipstocking
was not an economically viable option.

GIYETIAN

The Woodbend
Group in central
Alberta
(Figure
I) is
subdivided
into four formations:
Cooking
Lake, Duvernay,
Leduc and Ireton. The Cooking
Lake is platform
facies, the
Leduc is reefal facies, the Duvernay
and Ireton are inter-reef
shales (Klovan,
1964; Mossop,
1972; Mountjoy,
1980;
Stoakes,
1980; Stoakes
and Wendte,
1987; Moore,
1988,
1989a,
b; Anderson
et al.. 1989a,
b; McNamara
and
Wardlaw,
1991).
In places,
Leduc
reef complexes
are
characterized
by basal low-relief
reef with less areally extensive, superposed
full reef. The updip edges of both types of
carbonate
buildups
are potential
reservoirs
(Anderson
et al.,
1989a. b; Hinds et al., 1993a).
The full Leduc Formation
at Ricinus
(Figures
2, 3, 4) is
classified
as a large atoll.
It towers
some 250 to 300 m
(based on 6-9-34-8
W5M)
and exhibits
B raised rim

Fig. 1. Stratigraphy
01 the Central Plains area, Western
Sedimentary Basin (after AGAT Laboratories, 1988).
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structurally
closed and effectively
sealed by the inter-reef
shales of the Duvernay
and Ireton.
The schematic
crosssection of Figure 4 illustrates
the interpreted
morphological
relationships
between the Leduc and the inter-reef
shales of
the lreton

and Duvernay
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Fig. 2. Regional location map of the Ricinus study area. Ricinus reef is
situated immediately to the east of the line demarcating the eastern limit
of Devonian thrust taulting.
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the seismic line (Figure 5). The VSP well was drilled on-reef and some
800 m to the noflheast of the edge of the full Leduc Formation reef.
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Fig. 4. Schematic geologic section depicting the subsurface geology at the VSP well Site and the relationships between wells 6-9 and 7-15 (locations
shown in Figure 3) and the VSP well. The geologic section is consistent with available well-log control and the seismic interpretation displayed as Figure
5. The VSP well was drilled o&reel and some 800 m to the northeast 01 the edge of the full Leduc Formation reef.
On the post-VSP
well version of the seismic data (Figure
5). the northeastern
edge of the Leduc complex
is located
near trace 300 and the VSP well site is interpreted
as
off-reef.
This interpretation
is supported
by the patterns of
time-structural
relief
observed
along the more prominent

After
the analysis
of well-log
data and prior
to
abandonment,
wo VSP surveys were run at the VSP well
site. The principal
objectives
were to:
I) more accurately
tie the surface seismic to the subwrfdce

seismic events. For example,
the acoustic basement is pulled
up by up to 40 ms to the southwest
of trace 300; the Ireton,
Wabamun,
Nordegg
and Blairmore
coals events appear to
drape by up to 70 ms across the interpreted
northeastern
edge

geology;
2) determine
if the reef crest was within 5CG m of the VSP
well in a southwesterly
direction
along the length of the
example seismic line (with a view to whipstocking).

of the reef. Note that the time-structural
relief observed at the
Blairmore
coals and Nordegg
levels to the southwest
of trace
300 is interpreted
as drape and attributed
to the differential
compaction
of reef and off-reef
sediment. Figure 3 shows the
ttpproximate
location of the edge of the full Leduc reef.
The interpreted
12.fold surface seismic date displayed
in
Figure 5 were acquired
using a source pattern consisting
of

The near-offset
was 199 m from the VSP well, the faroffset was II00 m: both offsets were to the southwest
of the
VSP well (in the direction
of the 5-22 well) and on-line with
respect to the surface seismic line (Figure 3). Two Vibroseis
units were operated in series at each offset. The 20 s sweep
ranged from 8 to 80 Hz and the crosscorrelated
output was 4 s.
Six to eight sweeps were summed for each geophone
sonde
location.
The SSC IO78 VSP recording
system was used.
The sampling
rate from the A/D digitizer
was 2 ms. The
recording
filter was OUT/OUT.
The total depth of the VSP well was 4528 m below KB
(KB was 1315 m ASL). The source elevation
of both offsets
was I304 m ASL. The geophone
sonde was lowered
to the
bottom of the well and raised at 30-m intervals. (Above 420 m,
the depth spacing
was 60 m up to the shallowest
level of
180 m.) At each sonde location,
the three-component
geophone
tool was locked in place. VSP data were recorded

VSP ACQUISITION

five I-kg charges spread over 60 m. The shot interval
was
120 m: the average
shot depth was 9 m. The geophone
groups consisted of nine in-line
14.Hz geophones over 30 m;
the group interval
was 30 m: 96 traces were recorded
using
DFS-V
recording
equipment
and a split-spread
geometry.
The near-offset
was 30 m. The field anti-aliasing
filter for
the surface seismic was OUT1128
Hz. The surface seismic
datum in the area was 1400 m ASL. The refraction
statics
replacement
velocity
used to reduce the surface seistnic data
to the seismic datum was 3350 mls.
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Fig. 5. Posl-VSP interpretation of the exampie smsmic data, This interpretation 1sconsisfent wth the 6-9 7-15 and VS? wis (Figure 4). The VSP weli
sonic log (displayed I” time) and Synthetic seismogram are inserM to display the Correlations uSed in the lntelpletation. me l”telpletatlOn Of these data
indicate that the “SP we,, was drIlled ofveef. some 800 m to the nolltleast Of the edge Of the full Leduc FOrnation led The crest Of the reef, SOme 1000 m
to the southwest of the VW well. is out of the *edon target area and whipstocking was not feasible.
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